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Remarks 

 

If the report includes statistics and indices, some data may be rounded,  

meaning that the sum of each item may not match the total.  

 

This report is a work of authorship protected by the Copyright Act.  

Unauthorized copying or reproduction for profit is strictly prohibited under any 

circumstances.  

 

Seek permission from AhnLab in advance  

if you wish to use a part or all of the report. 

 

If you reprint or reproduce the material without the permission of the organization  

mentioned above, you may be held accountable for criminal or civil liability. 
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 CAUTION 

This report contains a number of opinions given by the analysts based on the  

information that has been confirmed so far. Each analyst may have a different  

opinion and the content of this report may change without notice if new  

evidence is confirmed. 
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Objectives and Scope 

This report provides statistics on the number of new ransomware samples, targeted systems, 

and targeted businesses in July 2023, as well as notable ransomware issues in Korea and other 

countries. Other major issues and statistics for ransomware that are not mentioned in the 

report can be found by searching for the following keywords or via the Statistics menu at 

AhnLab Threat Intelligence Platform (hereinafter “ATIP”). 

 

⚫ Ransomware 

⚫ Statistics by Type 

 

Disclaimer: The number of ransomware samples and targeted systems are based on the 

detection names designated by AhnLab, and the statistics on targeted businesses are based 

on the time the information on the ransomware group's dedicated leak sites (DLS, identical to 

ransomware PR sites or PR pages) was collected by the ATIP infrastructure. 

 

 

Major Statistics 

1) Data Sources and Collection Methods 

ATIP uses its internal infrastructure to monitor and analyze the following ransomware 

information. 

 

⚫ List of malicious files and behaviors detected and collected by AhnLab Smart Defense 

(ASD) 

⚫ List of targeted businesses posted on ransomware groups' DLS 

 

The number of new ransomware samples and statistics on targeted systems were calculated 

based on the detection names designated by AhnLab. They were also limited to cases where 

the detected files and behaviors were diagnosed under the category of "Ransomware/" or 

"Ransom/". 

 

⚫ Ransomware/Win.Magniber: Example file detection name 

https://atip.ahnlab.com/
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/search/result?Ransomware
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/statistics/malware-class
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⚫ Ransom/MDP.Magniber: Example behavior detection name 

 

The detection names acquired at the time of detection may not allow for the identification of 

ransomware type (e.g. Generic, Agent, Edit, Decoy, and others), and some cases may be 

excluded from the ransomware statistics or be counted as a different ransomware type due 

to a changed detection names after detection or a failed detection. 

 

The statistics on targeted businesses are the values that have been organized based on the 

data accumulated through regular monitoring of ransomware groups' DLS, where the groups 

reveal the targeted businesses. If the DLS page was inaccessible or the data was collected 

belatedly, then the data may have been excluded from the statistics or have been considered 

to be collected at a time different from the exact date the victim was revealed. 

 

Therefore, this report should be used as a reference to check the general trends of 

ransomware samples and targeted systems and to see which ransomware groups are actively 

engaged in attacks through the statistics on targeted businesses to gain a general 

understanding of trends. 

 

 

2) Overall Ransomware Statistics 

The total number of new ransomware samples collected during the past six months is as 

follows. 

 

 
Figure 1. Number of new ransomware samples 
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Magniber drove a steep increase in February 2023 but the number decreased in March; 

however it is on the rise again. In July, the total number of new samples increased by about 

14% compared to the previous month to 5442, which is attributable to the increase in the 

number of sample variants of Azov, LockBit, and StopCrypt ransomware. 

 

The table below shows the total numbers after removing redundant data of ransomware files 

used in targeted systems and infection. (The term "targeted systems" is used for your 

convenience, yet it should be understood as systems where ransomware files and behaviors 

were detected or systems that were exposed to infections.) 

 

 
Figure 2. Systems and files infected by ransomware 

 

The total count of targeted systems is mostly the same as those of June. Most of the damage 

was caused by Magniber, recording 5,061 cases in total.  

 

The total number of ransomware behavior detection (MDP)-based targeted systems and 

blocked report cases are as follows. 
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Figure 3. Ransomware behavior detection-based targeted systems and reports 

 

Like the statistics on the above infected systems, the behavior detection system statistics 

remained almost the same as the previous month, only with the number of blocks being 

slightly higher. 

 

 

3) New Samples by Ransomware 

Below is the statistics showing the 5,442 new samples that were discovered in July organized 

by ransomware type. Only 20 ransomware with the most samples are shown. 

 

 
Figure 4. Number of new samples per ransomware (July 2023) 

 

As mentioned in the total ransomware statistics, it can be seen that the number of variant 

samples of the Azov, LockBit, and StopCrypt ransomware increased compared to the previous 
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month. Magniber recorded a similar figure to the previous month, but it was still the most 

collected among the new samples. There were no significant changes in the number of other 

ransomware. 

 

 

4) Targeted Systems by Ransomware 

The top 20 cases with the highest number of files used in targeted systems and infection are 

as follows (duplicates have been excluded).  

 

 
Figure 5. Number of targeted systems and files by ransomware (July 2023) 

 

The number of systems targeted by Magniber inched down from 5,100 to 4893, which is at a 

similar level to those of the previous month. Other ransomware numbers remained at a similar 

level to those of June as well.  

 

The following statistics show the daily number of affected systems from the top 12 

ransomware out of total affected systems. 
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Figure 6. Daily number of targeted systems per ransomware (July 2023) 

 

Infection cases caused by Magniber were the highest in the daily statistics as well. Aside from 

the typical fluctuations such as a slight decrease in attacks during weekends and subsequent 

pick up during weekdays, the daily number of systems affected by Magniber stayed at about 

an average of 230. Infection attempts had been made steadily throughout July without there 

being a spike on a specific day. The summer vacation season seems to have influenced the 

decrease in the number of affected systems after July 24. There were also LockBit and Makop 

ransomware's emails involving attachments disguised as "resumes", "job applications", and 

"guidelines on unauthorized use of licenses", as well as infection attempts by STOP 

ransomware disguised under the filenames "build.exe" and "setup.exe". 

 

 

5) Targeted Businesses by Ransomware Group 

Below are the statistics on targeted businesses posted on the ransomware groups' dedicated 

leak sites (DLS) collected by ATIP. As data on some ransomware groups were collected late or 

could not be collected, the report refers to the table "Targeted Businesses by Ransomware 

Group (External Statistics)" that follows as well. 
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Figure 7. Number of targeted businesses per ransomware group (July 2023) 

 

The number of businesses attacked by 8BASE, a ransomware group first observed in May 

2023, topped in ATIP statistics since the number was counted cumulatively; however, the 

actual number of businesses affected by 8BASE announced in July is 31. The number of 

businesses affected by LOCKBIT 3.0 slightly decreased from the previous month, but the 

group continues to add many businesses to their dedicated leak sites (DLS). As for Rhysida, 

the group emerged at around the same time as 8Base is highly active, and the number is also 

a cumulative one.  

Since the first report in late May on CLOP exploiting the MOVEit zero-day vulnerability to 

breach data from hundreds of companies, the number of victims disclosed by CLOP has 

increased. While the group revealed many victims in July as well, they were not reflected in the 

statistics because they were not collected by ATIP. For more information regarding businesses 

attacked by CLOP, please refer to the "Key Trends" section below. 

 

Some of the targeted businesses revealed per ransomware group are as follows. 
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Table 1. Some of the targeted businesses per ransomware group (July 2023) 
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6) Targeted Businesses by Ransomware Group (External 

Statistics) 

The following statistics on targeted businesses during the same period were provided by 

DarkFeed Twitter – a platform run by an external threat intelligence (TI) business or security 

expert. Note that this report used the statistical information from DarkFeed or Dailydarkweb 

Twitter available at the time of writing. 

 

 
Figure 8. Targeted businesses per ransomware group <Source> DarkFeed Twitter 

 

As mentioned above, though not counted in ATIP, the number of companies compromised by 

CLOP – the one who listed the most victims – as well as LOCKBIT 3.0, 8BASE, BlackCat (ALPHV), 

Play, and BIANLIAN ransomware groups are generally high. 

 

 

https://twitter.com/ido_cohen2
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Key Trends 

Multiple issues regarding various ransomware occurred in July 2023. This report presents 

brief introductions to the following key topics and details for reference. 

 

⚫ More businesses affected by CLOP ransomware's exploitation of MOVEit zero-day 

vulnerability;  

⚫ Big Head ransomware disguised as an emergency Windows update; and 

⚫ Detection names for ransomware disguised as Sophos file. 

 

Readers are recommended to check and refer to issues that are not covered in this report 

through ATIP if the current security management system or situation requires so. 

 

 

1) More businesses affected by CLOP ransomware's 

exploitation of MOVEit zero-day vulnerability 

The 2023 June ATIP Threat Trend Report on Ransomware1 have covered the issue of "CLOP 

ransomware's activities involving the exploitation of the MOVEit zero-day vulnerability and the 

group's disclosure of their victims.” This report follows suit by looking at the companies that 

have been additionally disclosed in July. 

 

 
1 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/regular-report/monthly?i=dcfc0d31-88ae-439e-ae3c-0a2746771ab7  

https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/regular-report/monthly?i=dcfc0d31-88ae-439e-ae3c-0a2746771ab7
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Figure 9. Posts on CLOP ransomware's DLS - Disclosure of victims (June 15, 22, 29) 

 

The image above shows the number of victims listed over three weeks in June. As of July 31, 

the CLOP's DLS added approximately 180 new victims to their list. This is two to three times 

the number of companies disclosed in June. The group appears to be constantly updating their 

victims listing to explore ways to maximize their profit. Companies added between June 29 

and July 31 are colored in different text background. 
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Figure 10. Posts on CLOP ransomware's DLS - Disclosure of victims (July 31) 

 

 

In mid-July, when the CLOP ransomware group was actively listing and threatening their 

victims, bleepingcomputer published an article titled "Clop gang to earn over $75 million from 

MOVEit extortion attacks"2 based on Coveware's blog post.3 According to this article, the 

CLOP ransomware group is expected to raise between $75-100 million from extorting victims 

of their large-scale MOVEit data leakage campaign. 

 

 
2 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/clop-gang-to-earn-over-75-million-from-moveit-extortion-attacks/ 
3 https://www.coveware.com/blog/2023/7/21/ransom-monetization-rates-fall-to-record-low-despite-jump-in-average-ransom-payments 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/clop-gang-to-earn-over-75-million-from-moveit-extortion-attacks/
https://www.coveware.com/blog/2023/7/21/ransom-monetization-rates-fall-to-record-low-despite-jump-in-average-ransom-payments
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The ransomware groups who launched massive data exfiltration attacks like CLOP and 8BASE 

seem to change their tactics to demanding far more significant ransom to a small handful of 

victims who succumb to “name-and-shame” pressure, because these payments outweighs 

the sum coming from large pool of victims with moderate ransom payment.  

According to Coveware's report, the number of victims paying ransom has dropped to an all-

time low of 34%, luring ransomware groups to adopt a tactic that makes their attacks more 

profitable.   

 

Below are some articles that describes the profit generation and negotiation tactics of some 

ransomware groups including CLOP. 

 

⚫ www.bleepingcomputer.com: Ransomware payments on record-breaking trajectory for 2023 

⚫ www.bleepingcomputer.com: Clop gang to earn over $75 million from MOVEit extortion attacks 

⚫ www.coveware.com: Ransom Monetization Rates Fall to Record Low Despite Jump In Average Ransom 

Payments 

 

CLOP continues to add tens of new victims their DLS in July. It is predicted that the issue of 

"CLOP ransomware's activities involving the exploitation of the MOVEit zero-day vulnerability 

and the group's disclosure of their victims" will continue for a while. 

 

To prevent ransomware attacks, it is essential for organizations and users who use software 

that can be directly used in malware infection such as file transfer tools to apply the latest 

security updates and remove unnecessary software. Users should also follow the general 

guidelines of practicing periodic backups, as well as installing, using, and updating security 

software. 

 

 

2) Big Head ransomware disguised as an emergency 

Windows update 

Analysis information on the Big Head ransomware first introduced in the Fortinet blog post 

titled "Ransomware Roundup - Big Head".4 Afterward, bleepingcomputer published an article 

titled "New ‘Big Head’ ransomware displays fake Windows update alert",5 based on Trend 

Micro's blog post "Tailing Big Head Ransomware’s Variants, Tactics, and Impact"6 uploaded on 

 
4 https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/fortiguard-labs-ransomware-roundup-big-head 
5 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-big-head-ransomware-displays-fake-windows-update-alert/ 
6 https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/23/g/tailing-big-head-ransomware-variants-tactics-and-impact.html 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ransomware-payments-on-record-breaking-trajectory-for-2023/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/clop-gang-to-earn-over-75-million-from-moveit-extortion-attacks/
https://www.coveware.com/blog/2023/7/21/ransom-monetization-rates-fall-to-record-low-despite-jump-in-average-ransom-payments
https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/fortiguard-labs-ransomware-roundup-big-head
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-big-head-ransomware-displays-fake-windows-update-alert/
https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/23/g/tailing-big-head-ransomware-variants-tactics-and-impact.html
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July 7.  

 

The Big Head ransomware is a new kind of ransomware that can spread through malicious 

advertisements for fake Windows updates and Microsoft Word installers. While Big Head 

neither has any technical advantages that set it apart from other ransomware nor inflicted 

any serious harm, it is included in this report because its tactic to block users' attempts to 

intervene or stop the encryption was interesting; during the file encryption process, a pop-up 

window with the message "Configuring critical Windows Updates..." was used to cover the 

whole screen, disguising the ransomware as a normal Windows update process. 

 

There are many variants of the Big Head ransomware, but this report will summarize the 

details of the tests run with the first sample type provided by Trend Micro's analysis post. 

 
⚫ www.trendmicro.com: Tailing Big Head Ransomware’s Variants, Tactics, and Impact 

 

The first sample of Big Head ransomware ‘1.exe’ file contains three encrypted files in its 

resources, as shown in the figure below. This section will take a look at BXIuSsB.exe, which is 

dropped by the third file, Xarch.exe. The BXIuSsB.exe code contains the file encryption and the 

"Fake Windows updates" features. 

 

 
Figure 11. First sample of Big Head Ransomware <Source>www.trendmicro.com  

https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/23/g/tailing-big-head-ransomware-variants-tactics-and-impact.html
https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/23/g/tailing-big-head-ransomware-variants-tactics-and-impact.html
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Xarch.exe, which is included in the resources of 1.exe, is encrypted as shown below. Using a 

hard-coded key value within the code, this is decrypted with an AES algorithm before being 

executed. 

 

 
Figure 12. Resource configuration of Big Head ransomware's 1.exe 

 

 
Figure 13. Decrypting Xarch.exe 

 

Afterward, Xarch.exe is put through an AES decryption code using a key value different from 

1.exe and executes BXluSsB.exe which displays the fake Windows update screen and has 

ransomware features. At the user file encryption stage, it employs the strategy of covering 

the whole screen with the fake Windows update screen shown below. Additionally, the code 

was to display the message "x% complete Do not turn off your computer." at the bottom of 

the screen, but this was not displayed in the test system. 
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Figure 14. Big Head ransomware's fake Windows update window 

 

While the fake Windows update screen is being displayed, files are encrypted. The encrypted 

files are changed to have the previous file name encoded in Base64 shown below, and finally, 

a ransom note is created with a file name containing an ID in the format 

"README_3636039.txt". 

 

 
Figure 15. Big Head ransomware's encryption 

 

For your information, the file names on the left of the above explorer screen are as follows. 

 
⚫ YS54bHN4 // a.xlsx 

⚫ YS5weQ== // a.py 

⚫ YS5zcWxpdGU= // a.sqlite 

⚫ YS56aXA= // a.zip 
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Figure 16. Big Head ransomware's ransom note - README_xxxxxxx.txt 

 

Before concluding this section, we searched for past cases where a fake but legitimate-looking 

"Configuring critical Windows Updates…" screen was used. It was confirmed that a fake 

Windows update screen with the same message and style was used by the Fantom 

ransomware in August 2016. The URL of the article and the screen image are included here 

as a reference, as the screen was not fully shown during our test. 

 
⚫ www.bleepingcomputer.com: Fantom Ransomware Encrypts your Files while pretending to be Windows Update 

 

 
Figure 17. Fantom's fake Windows update screen <Source> www.bleepingcomputer.com 

 

The Big Head ransomware is known to disguise itself as fake Windows updates and 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fantom-ransomware-encrypts-your-files-while-pretending-to-be-windows-update/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fantom-ransomware-encrypts-your-files-while-pretending-to-be-windows-update/
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Microsoft Word installers, so users must download operating systems, work productivity 

software, and games from their official websites. Users should also follow the general 

guidelines of doing periodic backups, as well as installing, using, and updating security 

software. 

 

IOCs for Reference 
6d27c1b457a34ce9edfb4060d9e04eb44d021a7b03223ee72ca569c8c4215438 1.exe 

bcf8464d042171d7ecaada848b5403b6a810a91f7fd8f298b611e94fa7250463 Xarch.exe 

64246b9455d76a094376b04a2584d16771cd6164db72287492078719a0c749ab BXIuSsB.exe 

 

 

3) Detection names for ransomware disguised as Sophos 

file 

New ransomware disguised as a file created by cyber security vendor Sophos was introduced 

with the name SophosEncrypt. At first, it was thought to be a part of the activities of the 

Sophos Red Team, but the Sophos X-Ops team uploaded a tweet stating that they are in no 

part connected to such activities and that the ransomware was being detected by their 

product. 7 

 

The bleepingcomputer wrote an article about this titled "Cybersecurity firm Sophos 

impersonated by new SophosEncrypt ransomware"8 on July 18. A few days later, on July 23, 

Sophos released detailed analysis results titled "Sophos Discovers Ransomware Abusing 

“Sophos” Name" along with a decryption tool for encrypted files.9 

 

Additionally, the ransomware name "SophosEncrypt" had been already added to ID 

Ransomware (a ransomware type identification service provided by MalwareHunterTeam) at 

the time of discovery, but currently, most cyber security companies use a different detection 

name. This will be covered in more detail further on. 

 

Based on the ransomware hash shared in the MalwareHunterTeam tweet,  we will briefly 

examine the execution results of this file 

(3da31ee0a6c6410b3c66aad41623d05aac61a4dbb85045eb89f5810ffdc93066).This ransomware is run 

 
7 https://twitter.com/SophosXOps/status/1681048700209045505  
8 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/cybersecurity-firm-sophos-impersonated-by-new-sophosencrypt-ransomware/  
9 https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2023/07/18/sophos-discovers-ransomware-abusing-sophos-name/  

https://id-ransomware.malwarehunterteam.com/index.php
https://id-ransomware.malwarehunterteam.com/index.php
https://twitter.com/malwrhunterteam/status/1681169754608787456
https://twitter.com/SophosXOps/status/1681048700209045505
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/cybersecurity-firm-sophos-impersonated-by-new-sophosencrypt-ransomware/
https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2023/07/18/sophos-discovers-ransomware-abusing-sophos-name/
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through the command line interface (CLI) and requires the threat actor to input a few things. 

The arguments given during testing are as follows. If the password is not 32 characters in 

length, it is terminated. 

 
⚫ token: aaa 

⚫ password: 111…111 (32 characters) 

⚫ Mail/Jabber: foo@bar.com 

⚫ option: 1) Encrypt All 

 

 
Figure 18. Executing the ransomware 

 

The file encryption process scrolls on the command window. File extensions with the format 

".[[-ID-]].[[-Mail-]].sophos" are added to the file names and the ransom note "information.hta" 

is created in each directory. 
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Figure 19. Files encrypted with the ransomware and the ransom note 

 

Additionally, Sophos released the POC Python code for the ransomware decryption tool 

which receives the password used in the encryption process as an input.10 It is not often 

that a decryption tool is released for ransomware, but if necessary following websites may 

be useful for reference materials. 

⚫ www.nomoreransom.org: NO MORE RANSOM decryption tools 

⚫ Seed.kisa.or.kr:: Search page for KISA's ransomware decryption tools (This page is 

available in Korean only) 

 

The ransom note "information.hta" consists of a unique device ID value assigned to each 

infected system upon ransomware execution and the threat actor's email address given as 

an input argument, as shown below. 

 

 
Figure 20. Ransom note "information.hta" 

 

This is as far as this post will cover on this ransomware. For more technical details, please refer 

to Sophos's analysis details. We investigated to see what detection names are used by other 

security companies for the SophosEncrypt ransomware mentioned at the beginning of this 

 
10 https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2023/07/18/sophos-discovers-ransomware-abusing-sophos-name/  

https://www.nomoreransom.org/ko/decryption-tools.html
https://seed.kisa.or.kr/kisa/adverse/SearchRansomware.do
https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2023/07/18/sophos-discovers-ransomware-abusing-sophos-name/
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section. The following figure is a screenshot of search result of hash value used in the above 

example on VirusTotal. 

 

 
Figure 21.Some of the VirusTotal detection results <Source> www.virustotal.com  

 

Most companies (44 products) used common names such as Generic, Agent, and FileCoder 

instead of identifiable names, and some companies (2 products) used the detection name 

Paradise, which is the previous version of the ransomware. 

 

⚫ Ransomware/Win.Paradise.R592425 

⚫ Ransom:Win32/Paradise.BC!MTB 

 

Other companies (3 products) use detection names with adequately rearranged versions of 

the string "Sophos". 

 

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/3da31ee0a6c6410b3c66aad41623d05aac61a4dbb85045eb89f5810ffdc93066
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⚫ Trojan-Ransom.Sohpos 

⚫ Ransom.Win32.SPOOSH.THGAGBC 

 

Each security company has its own way of assigning detection names to malware. The variety 

of detection names as shown above are not problematic but rather natural outcomes. 

Ordinarily, security companies select detection names by grouping the malware by common 

characteristics (e.g., same malware developer, type of code, or feature properties). However, 

some security companies may give different names for the same malware type. Despite of 

that, there is an implicit rule among security companies to use detection names with no 

discernible connection to certain companies, individuals, countries, or areas, as shown above. 

 

We, at Ahnlab, assigned the detection name Paradise to the ransomware considering the 

similarity in the naming pattern for the encrypted files used in recently observed Paradise 

ransomware and in the layouts of the html ransom notes.  

 

The encrypted file names and ransom notes used by the Paradise ransomware are as follows. 

 

⚫ [-ID-][-Mail-].honkai 

⚫ #DECRYPT MY FILES#.html 

 

For additional analysis details on the Paradise ransomware, please refer to the post below.  

⚫ asec.ahnlab.com: Paradise Ransomware Distributed Through AweSun Vulnerability 

Exploitation 

 

IOC for Reference (Paradise Ransomware) 

5cbbc1adfd22f852a37a791a2415c92c 

 

 
Figure 22. Encrypted files and ransom note of the Paradise ransomware 

https://asec.ahnlab.com/en/47590/
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The encrypted file name of a.zip in the image above is as follows. 

 

⚫ a.zip[id-joFBJvSJ].[main@paradisenewgenshinimpact.top].honkai 

 

 
Figure 23. Paradise ransomware's ransom note "#DECRYPT MY FILES#.html" 

 

The ransomware that disguised itself as a Sophos file cannot inflict substantive damage in its 

current state. However, ransomware groups make various attempts to avoid suspicion from 

users and maximize profit through tactics such as impersonating legitimate programs of 

security companies or using social issues and news grabbing users’ attention. To minimize 

harm from such attack methods, organizations and individual users must comply with security 

guidelines, such as applying the latest security updates, removing unnecessary software, 

practicing periodic backups as well as installing, using, and updating security software. 

 

IOCs for Reference 
3da31ee0a6c6410b3c66aad41623d05aac61a4dbb85045eb89f5810ffdc93066 

f15a0f660ef0bd9e116ff19b433451d403ffedea9469a095c2f429227500e87a 
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4) Others 

Refer to the following posts to see issues other than the abovementioned ones. All 

ransomware-related major news, issues, and reports can be found by searching with a 

keyword Ransomware on ATIP. 

 
⚫ BlackCat ransomware pushes Cobalt Strike via WinSCP search ads (July 2) 

⚫ Underground, New Ransomware (July 11) 

⚫ FIN8 deploys ALPHV ransomware using Sardonic malware variant (July 18) 

⚫ Ransomware Variants of the Vice Society Gang Focusing Attacks on the US and European Education and 

Medical Fields (July 19) 

⚫ Global US Cosmetics Company Listed as a Victim of ALPHV (BlackCat) (July 20) 

⚫ Understanding the rising threat of Money Message ransomware (July 20) 

⚫ Mallox Ransomware Operators Infiltrate Networks Through MS-SQL Servers (July 21) 

⚫ Monti Ransomware Group Posts Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency (HIPA) as a Victim (July 25) 

⚫ New Nitrogen malware pushed via Google Ads for ransomware attacks (July 27) 

⚫ Global Consulting Company Listed as a Victim of the Akira Ransomware Group (July 31) 

 

 

Conclusion 

Although the number of ransomware samples and affected systems may change periodically 

depending on the success rate of attack campaigns or initial infection attempts, each month 

records at least hundreds or thousands of such cases as can be seen in the statistics herein. 

Also, hundreds of victimized companies are listed on ransomware groups’ leak sites. 

 

As described in this trend report, ransomware attack groups actively exploit the vulnerabilities 

of operating systems and software used by corporations. As for individual users, the threat 

groups take advantage of users' negligence, use malware carefully disguised as legitimate 

software, or exploit vulnerabilities that evade security software. According to the 

characteristics used in such initial infection attempts, corporate and individual users are 

advised to observe the following guidelines to protect and manage their major assets.  

 

⚫ Apply the latest security updates for operating systems and software. Enable auto-

update. 

⚫ Install and use security software. Maintain the latest updates. 

⚫ Back up data regularly and store said data in an offline or separate network. 

https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/search/result?Ransomware
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/blackcat-ransomware-pushes-cobalt-strike-via-winscp-search-ads/
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=946e439d-4b77-424f-9356-feed6b6cbb1e
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fin8-deploys-alphv-ransomware-using-sardonic-malware-variant/
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=31bf8d05-0671-44ad-898b-f6e23e5e23b3
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=31bf8d05-0671-44ad-898b-f6e23e5e23b3
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=ad7a3c12-1ae0-4d46-b015-a980bba8e21f
https://www.avira.com/en/blog/understanding-the-rising-threat-of-money-message-ransomware
http://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=120395&kind=&sub_kind
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=c4e0f38b-1704-44a3-bcc2-b39d9f815373
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-nitrogen-malware-pushed-via-google-ads-for-ransomware-attacks/
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/asec-notes?i=fdf45c58-7754-4fa3-9563-fb28b1326b9e
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⚫ Be cautious of websites from unreliable sources and viewing/executing email links and 

attachments. 

⚫ Use strong passwords and two-factor authentication (2FA). 

 

 

Indicators Of Compromise (IOC) 

A portion of the following IOC quotes other analysis reports, and there are some cases that 

could not be verified because samples could not be obtained. Updates may occur without 

prior notice when new information is found. 

 

1) File Paths and Names 

The file paths and names used by the threat group are as follows. File names of some malware 

or tools may be the same as those of normal files. 

 

 

 

 

2) File Hashes 

The hashes of the related files are as follows. However, sensitive samples may have been 

excluded. 

 

6d27c1b457a34ce9edfb4060d9e04eb44d021a7b03223ee72ca569c8c4215438 // Big Head 

226bec8acd653ea9f4b7ea4eaa75703696863841853f488b0b7d892a6be3832a 

ff900b9224fde97889d37b81855a976cddf64be50af280e04ce53c587d978840 

cf9410565f8a06af92d65e118bd2dbaeb146d7e51de2c35ba84b47cfa8e4f53b 

1c8bc3890f3f202e459fb87acec4602955697eef3b08c93c15ebb0facb019845 

64246b9455d76a094376b04a2584d16771cd6164db72287492078719a0c749ab 

0dbfd3479cfaf0856eb8a75f0ad4fccb5fd6bd17164bcfa6a5a386ed7378958d 

6698f8ffb7ba04c2496634ff69b0a3de9537716cfc8f76d1cfea419dbd880c94 

b8e456861a5fb452bcf08d7b37277972a4a06b0a928d57c5ec30afa101d77ead 

6b3bf710cf4a0806b2c5eaa26d2d91ca57575248ff0298f6dee7180456f37d2e 

6b771983142c7fa72ce209df8423460189c14ec635d6235bf60386317357428a 

627b920845683bd7303d33946ff52fb2ea595208452285457aa5ccd9c01c3b0a 

40d11a20bd5ca039a15a0de0b1cb83814fa9b1d102585db114bba4c5895a8a44 
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159fbb0d04c1a77d434ce3810d1e2c659fda0a5703c9d06f89ee8dc556783614 

9aa38796e0ce4866cff8763b026272eb568fa79d8a147f7d61824752ad6d8f09 

39caec2f2e9fda6e6a7ce8f22e29e1c77c8f1b4bde80c91f6f78cc819f031756 

1ada91cb860cd3318adbb4b6fd097d31ad39c2718b16c136c16407762251c5db 

be6416218e2b1a879e33e0517bcacaefccab6ad2f511de07eebd88821027f92d 

9a7889147fa53311ba7ec8166c785f7a935c35eba4a877c1313a8d2e80e3230d 

f6a2ec226c84762458d53f5536f0a19e34b2a9b03d574ae78e89098af20bcaa3 

1942aac761bc2e21cf303e987ef2a7740a33c388af28ba57787f10b1804ea38e 

f354148b5f0eab5af22e8152438468ae8976db84c65415d3f4a469b35e31710f 

037f9434e83919506544aa04fecd7f56446a7cc65ee03ac0a11570cf4f607853 

980bac6c9afe8efc9c6fe459a5f77213b0d8524eb00de82437288eb96138b9a2 

603fcc53fd7848cd300dad85bef9a6b80acaa7984aa9cb9217cdd012ff1ce5f0 

bcf8464d042171d7ecaada848b5403b6a810a91f7fd8f298b611e94fa7250463 

64aac04ffb290a23ab9f537b1143a4556e6893d9ff7685a11c2c0931d978a931 

f59c45b71eb62326d74e83a87f821603bf277465863bfc9c1dcb38a97b0b359d 

2a36d1be9330a77f0bc0f7fdc0e903ddd99fcee0b9c93cb69d2f0773f0afd254 

66bb57338bec9110839dc9a83f85b05362ab53686ff7b864d302a217cafb7531 

806f64fda529d92c16fac02e9ddaf468a8cc6cbc710dc0f3be55aec01ed65235 

9c1c527a826d16419009a1b7797ed20990b9a04344da9c32deea00378a6eeee2 

40e5050b894cb70c93260645bf9804f50580050eb131e24f30cb91eec9ad1a6e 

25294727f7fa59c49ef0181c2c8929474ae38a47b350f7417513f1bacf8939ff 

dcfa0fca8c1dd710b4f40784d286c39e5d07b87700bdc87a48659c0426ec6cb6 

3da31ee0a6c6410b3c66aad41623d05aac61a4dbb85045eb89f5810ffdc93066 // Sophos impersonation 

f15a0f660ef0bd9e116ff19b433451d403ffedea9469a095c2f429227500e87a 

 

 

3) Relevant Domains, URLs, and IP Addresses 

The download or C2 addresses used are as follows. http was changed to hxxp, and sensitive 

information may have been excluded. 
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